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The definition of educator effectiveness is being redefined by econometric modeling to evidence student achievement on standardized tests. While the reasons that econometric frameworks are in vogue are many, it is clear that the strength of such models lie in the quantifiable evidence of student learning. Current accountability models frame accountability in terms of educator effectiveness through student achievement as edunomic outputs. There have been three phases of edunomic outputs, with the unit of analysis ranging from broad, institutional data to individual teachers and students. This trend for using quantitative outcomes in educational accountability is buoyed by a shifting perspective of accountability informed from those inside the profession to a definition shaped by external perspectives defined by econometric models. Educator accountability is evolving into a political accountability policy (McDonnell, 1994) as education witnesses a transition from professional to political accountability models. Educators must continue to problematize the outputs measurement for effectiveness to include broader forms of student achievement and find ways to refine measurements in econometric models for political accountability that speak to student achievement informed by professional judgment.
Introduction

Accountability abounds. Professional discourse is full of references to new accountabilities, and the general citizenry served by professions are increasingly aware of and vocal about issues surrounding accountability. Accountability is the undercurrent of professional activity. The reasons that educators are immersed in increased accountability are historically situated and complex in nature. Highly public failures of trust in the business, political, and medical sectors along with the current economic crisis, contribute to our society’s interest in new or redefined accountability structures.

The current narrative around accountability from the public, academics, politicians, and policymakers highlights the non-neutrality and variability of use. In its most dispassionate interpretation, accountability is construed as a simple accounting or explanation of an event – one in which there is not an expectation or culpability implied. On the other extreme, accountability is swiftly becoming synonymous with dissatisfaction, punishment, or high-stakes consequences. As Stone (1997) suggested, the accountability narrative is situated in societal and political realities with interpretations emerging from the polis or community at large, and interpretations will be always in flux. We contend that educator effectiveness is being redefined by an evolving accountability system focused on student performance outcomes and gauged through emerging econometric models. In this investigation of policy, we describe how educator effectiveness has been measured to suggest that the traditional model of professional accountability is shifting to a political accountability model. This shift is due, in part, to a confluence of changing social realities. Concomitantly to a shift in accountability perspectives for educators, the field has also seen an increase in the use of econometric models, both in terms of principles of the market and methodological contributions, to educational policy. While the reasons that econometric frameworks are in vogue are many, it is clear that the strength of such models lie in the quantifiable evidence produced (Dearden, Machin, & Vignoles, 2009).

Defining Teacher Effectiveness: Inputs, Processes and Outputs

In the United States, classroom teachers historically have been held accountable through school (Danielson & McGreal, 2000) or corporation teacher evaluation systems. However, the definition of teacher effectiveness has changed over the years and was typically fashioned by the dominant description of classroom effectiveness at that time (Campbell, Kyriakides, Muijs, & Robinson, 2003; Cheng & Tsui, 1999; Cruickshank & Haefele, 1990; Muijs, 2006). Goe, Bell and Little (2008) identified the multiple measures used to evaluate teachers, including observation, principal evaluation based upon observation and other informal data, instructional artifacts, portfolios, self-reporting, student ratings, and student learning. These authors suggest that teachers’ effectiveness for accountability has been measured using three distinct variables: input variables, process variables, and output or product variables. The definition of teacher effectiveness in input, process, or output models depends on distinct measures to judge effectiveness (Harris & Sass 2009; Harris & Rutledge, 2010).

The input measure of teacher effectiveness attempts to answer the effectiveness issue by isolating the variables that teachers bring to the occupation. Examples of input
measures include teacher individual characteristics, scores for college entrance examinations, high school and university GPA, achievements gained from professional teacher education (content and pedagogical knowledge), and certification or licensure status. Historically, input measurements revolved around qualities such as teacher morality and basic teaching skills (Sedlak, 1989). Teachers were expected to maintain societal mores and values as measures of their effectiveness. Later, teacher preparation and advanced degrees became the input measures used to evaluate teacher effectiveness (Darling-Hammond & Youngs, 2002; Wilson, Flooden, & Ferrini-Mundy, 2001). Teacher effectiveness research of the 1960’s and 1970’s promoted the clinical supervision model that attempted to demonstrate that positive teacher behaviors or personality characteristics were linked with student achievement and that certain evaluation instruments could be designed to identify those teacher behaviors (Danielson & McGreal, 2000). These presage variables, more commonly known as teacher traits, determined the effectiveness of teachers in an input driven effectiveness and accountability model (Rosenshine & Furst, 1971; Brophy & Good, 1986; Slavin, 1987; Gagne, 1977).

While input measures focused on variables solely attributed to the classroom teacher, process variables focused more on teacher and student interaction in the classroom. Termed as process-product measurement, Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy (1979) describe these processes as the “relationships between what teachers do in the classroom (the process of teaching) and what happens to their students (the products of learning)” (p. 193). Researchers identified specific teaching behaviors that had a strong correlation to higher student achievement therefore changing the definition of effectiveness to what teachers did rather than who they are (Medley, 1979). A sample of teaching behaviors that emerged from this work included clarity, variability of instruction, enthusiasm, a task-oriented approach, and others. Thus, effective teaching could be codified and taught to new and practicing teachers.

The third teacher effectiveness measure documented by Goe, Bell and Little (2008) has been an output variable. The range of output variables included student scores from teacher or district made tests, such as criterion referenced tests created by teachers; student engagement measures, such as time on task; student behaviors or social and emotional learning outcomes and student attitudes; and standardized tests such as the Stanford Achievement Test, Iowa Basic Skills, Terra Nova tests or standards-based state tests. Widespread public reporting of other standardized testing, including the National Report Card (National Assessment of Educational Progress) and international tests such as the Trends in International Math and Science Study (TIMSS) and the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), have heightened the public’s awareness of the United States’ ranking in international comparisons, leading to a stronger focus on student outputs for educator accountability.

It is on this third measure of student outcomes that we focus. A shift has occurred in the field of teacher effectiveness to isolate student achievement on standardized test scores. What makes this third measure for defining teacher effectiveness different from earlier definitions of outputs is the usage of high stakes student standardized test score outputs as a primary measure for teacher accountability. According to this most recent outputs paradigm of teacher effectiveness, student achievement should be the dominant measure of teacher effectiveness rather than focusing upon specific teacher behaviors,
dispositions as measures of teacher quality, or measures of inputs, such as teacher certification (Rockoff, 2004; Rivkin, Hanushek & Kain, 2005; Harris & Sass, 2008). Lines of inquiry on program structure for traditionally or alternatively certified teachers furthered the notion of student achievement outcomes as a valid measure of teacher effectiveness (Boyd, Grossman, Lankford, Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2008; Kane, Rockoff, & Staiger, 2006). Teacher accountability, as defined by the outcomes of standardized testing, is fast becoming the dominant criterion for teacher effectiveness. We argue that policy makers have embraced powerful statistical models, influenced from the discipline of economics, that have emerged concurrently with public policy and that function as a primary accountability lever for educators.

The Influence of Economics in Defining Educator Effectiveness

Economists in the United States and Europe have studied varying dimensions of education for decades. For example, interest in the relationship between economic issues and education has driven international research aimed at understanding the impact of education in developing areas and the impact of poverty and inequalities on sustainable development (Knight, 2011; Power & MacLeans, 2010). In addition, investigations have focused upon working conditions as they intersect with teacher quality (Hanushek & Rivkin, 2007) which include: teacher pay and student achievement (Hanushek, Kain, & Rivkin, 1998); how peers affect students’ achievement (Hanushek, Kain, Markman, & Rivkin, 2008); the effect of teacher absences (Clotfelter, Ladd, & Vigdor, 2009), and other areas with varying degrees of success at affecting educational accountability systems.

According to Dearden, Machin, and Vignoles (2009) an upsurge of interest in education among economists, particularly in the United Kingdom and the United States, is attributed to a trend towards regulated markets in the public domain. The authors documented the several areas where economics has impacted education. The first was in improving understanding of the impact of education on individuals and the economy as a whole such as the return on investments in education (Harmon & Walker, 1995). A second contribution was the modeling of education production and distribution of resources, such as the effects of smaller class sizes (Todd & Wolpin, 2007). The third contribution to education from economics centered on the role of education in promoting or preventing social mobility and inequality (Blanden, Gregg & MacMillan, 2008). Economists, however, have not historically studied the definition of teacher effectiveness. With the emergence of large data sets following No Child Left Behind (NCLB) and other state initiatives, such as the Tennessee Value Added Assessment System, in the United States econometric models have been used for accountability purposes for educators.

Econometric Models for Measuring Output Accountability

Econometrics is defined as an economic measurement but as the following definitions indicate, the scope is much broader. Tinter (1968) defined econometrics as “the result of a certain outlook on the role of economics, consisting of the application of mathematical statistics to economic data to lend empirical support to the models constructed by mathematical economics and to obtain numerical results” (p.74). As a social science,
econometrics is defined as a methodology “in which the tools of economic theory, mathematics, and statistical inference are applied to the analysis of economic phenomena” (Goldberg, 1964, p.1). There are several forms of econometric models utilized for quantifying student learning used in the United States. This section will address econometric models from large data sets to measure outputs to define educator effectiveness and will also focus on the concerns for using these models for measuring accountability.

With state and national reform, large data sets of student performance required quantitative models for analysis. Status models (Betebenner, 2009) create a snapshot of student growth with no comparisons made to other years of the student’s learning. Improvement models (Hull, 2007) use norm-referenced measures to compare students to similar cohorts. Growth models (Gong, 2003) measure student learning as it changes from point to point in time. Unlike the achievement levels of minimum student performance mandated by No Child Left Behind (2002), growth models calculate progress or pace in order to summarize and project trends in student outputs to provide information about which programs or teachers are “growing” students (Betebrenner, 2009; Briggs & Weeks, 2009).

The focus of measurement within growth models varies, depending on the type of growth model that is used: growth-to-standard, simple growth or projection growth. A growth-to-standard model demonstrates criterion-referenced goals by measuring student progress toward proficiency of standards, usually with a cut score that identifies proficiency of student growth (Hull, 2007). In simple-growth models, norm-referenced measures compare the student to herself as she moves from grade to grade and suggest academic growth (Hull, 2007). In simple-growth models, students may demonstrate individual learning but are not compared to a criterion, such as in growth-to-standard models.

In recent years, a third growth model category, projection growth, has proliferated policy-oriented educator accountability. Projection-growth models use the student’s previous achievement levels from standardized tests to predict future learning levels of growth (Betebenner, 2009). They predict the change that should occur over time in the student’s academic growth based upon previous performance. There are several projection-growth models, but value-added models (VAM’s) have been most influential in policy aimed at educator accountability.

Value-added models are a collection of complex, statistical techniques that use multiple years of student test score data to estimate the effects of individual schools or teachers (Sanders & Rivers, 1996). Tennessee was a leader in the value-added movement with students measured for academic growth in grades three through high school using William Sanders’ value added model, the Tennessee Value Added Assessment System (TVAAS) (Sanders & Rivers, 1996), which is now known as Education Value Added Assessment System (EVAAS). William Sanders, a statistician at the University of Tennessee, modified statistical models he had previously applied to agricultural genetics to “enable a multivariate, longitudinal analysis of student achievement data,” (Sanders & Horn, 1998, p. 2). Sanders and his research team have claimed that given several years of student test data, they could predict a student’s growth pattern (Sanders & Horn, 1998). Ohio subsequently adopted statewide value-added measures (Braun, Chudowsky, & Koenig, 2010) and value-added growth models are used in Pennsylvania and North
Carolina (Eckert & Dabrowski, 2010). Furthermore, both Dallas, TX (Thum & Bryk, 1997) and Milwaukee, WI (Meyer & Dokumaci, 2010) adopted value-added models for measuring their students’ performance outputs.

Holding teachers accountable for this redefined notion of effectiveness as measured by the outcomes of students and quantified through econometric frameworks has not been without its detractors. Concerns over statistical modeling to measure educator effectiveness have emerged over recent years as researchers problematized their usage for accountability. Rand Corporation researchers, McCaffrey, Koretz, Lockwood, and Hamilton (2004), conducted extensive research using value-added models and explored the benefits and perils of their use for teacher accountability. Concerns over econometric models such as value-added growth models were varied, but included: the dilemma of missing or corrupt data, such as when a student transfers into a new school district; the difficulty of assigning teacher effect scores to one person when a team of people are associated with a students’ learning, such as when teachers team teach in inclusion classrooms; the variability of class size and its relationship to student achievement; and the inconsistency of value-added scores from year to year (Amrein-Beardsley, 2008; Baratz-Snowden, 2009; McCaffrey, Lockwood, Koretz, Louis, & Hamilton, 2004; RAND, 2004).

While Sanders and Horn (1998) have contended that value-added models control for outside influences, such as socio-economic factors, peers, and school factors, other researchers have cautioned against using value-added models to measure student achievement for teacher evaluations based on reliability and validity arguments (Braun, 2005; Kupermintz, 2003; Lockwood, Louis & McCaffrey, 2002). Braun (2005) cautioned that the problems associated with value-added measures cannot be overstated because scores at the extreme ends of the scale are not reliable in indicating teacher quality. According to Braun (2005) to obtain proper estimates of teacher effects the ideal setting is

…a school system in which, for each grade, students are randomly grouped into classes and teacher in that grade are randomly allocated to those classes. Roughly speaking, randomization levels the playing field for all teachers in that each teacher has an equal chance of being assigned to any class. (p. 7)

According to Hill (2000), William Sanders seemed to caution against the use of scores to evaluate individual teachers. He suggested that releasing teacher scores publically would be inappropriate because the purpose of value-added models is for school improvement, not embarrassing teachers. Regardless of Sander’s caution, the Los Angeles Times (2010) released individual value added scores of classroom teachers stating that the public had the right to know the performance of public employees. To add to the mounting list of complications associated with using value added models for teacher accountability is the fact that approximately 69% of teachers cannot be accurately assessed using valued added measures (Prince, Schuermann, Guthrie, Witham, Milanowski, & Thorn, 2006). Nevertheless, despite these limitations econometric models have continued to make inroads into teacher effectiveness accountability. Researchers have maintained that while econometric modeling for the purposes of teacher effectiveness is flawed methodologically, the measures were still significant for policy making because all
measurements have inherent weaknesses (Ballou, 2005). Clearly, the growth of econometrics to investigate the impact of student academic growth has dramatically affected the notion of educator effectiveness for accountability purposes.

Recent policy changes regarding educator effectiveness went beyond linking economics and education and attempted to frame teacher and school accountability using statistical modeling with large-scale student achievement data sets as the key variable to hold individual teachers and schools accountable in an outputs version of teacher effectiveness. This definition analyzes the impact of student growth via standardized tests and traces that achievement back to schools and districts, teacher education institutions, and individual teachers to measure the effect these entities have on student academic growth and even on the long-term impact of students’ earnings. The result of economic modeling on redefining the notion of teacher effectiveness is evident, and public policy resulting from statistical modeling of student achievement has been widespread. Public policy aimed at measuring educator effectiveness as defined by the outputs of student achievement via econometric modeling can be considered in three phases. Phase one is large units of analysis of edunomic outputs. Phase two is educator effects as edunomic outputs. Phase three is long-term student edunomic outcomes (see Table 1).

Output Phases for Accountability: Trend to Edunomic Outputs

Recent policy aimed at collecting and analyzing student outcomes has led to the creation of large data sets and subsequent models for analysis that are influenced by economics supporting the third definition of educator effectiveness as one that measures outputs. What is unique about the output phases is the unit of analysis employed to define educator effectiveness, units ranging from district level data to current models that narrow to focus on individual teachers and long-term student outcomes. The phases demonstrate the migration to an increasingly accepted use of econometric models to define effectiveness and accountability. We use the term edunomic output to refer to the definition of educator effectiveness defined by econometric models. Other fields, such as physics, coined econophysics as a new area of research developed recently between economists and physicists to understand empirical and statistical modeling of financial markets (Mantegna & Stanley, 2000; Stauffer, 2004-5; Stanley, Amarala, Gabaixb, Gopikrishnana & Plerou, 2001; Gallegati, Keen, Lux, & Ormerod, 2006). Similar to education, econophysics emerged from the availability of large-scale data sets.

The use of econometric models is shaping the definition of educator effectiveness as a new form of output measure. The first phase of edunomic outputs focused upon large sets of data at the state and the local school district level for accountability. The second phase of edunomic outputs used the quantifiable student achievement outcomes from phase one and other data bases to connect an individual teacher to the growth of learning stimulated by that teacher. The third phase used edunomic outputs that spotlight the long-term outcomes of individual students, such as earnings and educational levels, to classroom teachers’ effectiveness.

Phase One: Large Units of Analysis of Edunomic Outputs. In the first phase, edunomic outputs defining teacher effectiveness for accountability focused on large units of analysis. This phase used quantifiable outputs from state testing initiated by The No
Child Left Behind Act (2002) that held states accountable for student achievement. Under this pioneering regulatory legislation for educational accountability, states were required to develop annual assessments in reading/language arts, math and science. For the first time, schools were mandated to publically report student achievement progress in degrees of proficiency. Additionally, school districts were obliged to report Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) at the school, district, and state levels, including the student achievement on standardized tests for various subgroups. Large district-level data sets of student achievement in the form of standardized test outcomes were reported to the state and to consumers. Individual assessment results were available to students and parents, but the focus for accountability fixed upon aggregate school level data.

With its focus on large-scale institutional data sets as the unit of analysis, the outcome of the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation represented the first phase of econometric regulation for educational accountability. Within this first phase of edunomic outputs, econometric models were introduced for measuring student achievement. Econometric models for measuring student academic success gauged AYP for NCLB (U.S. Department of Education, 2008). As policy makers and the public question teacher effectiveness, the institutions that prepare classroom teachers are also criticized for perceived deficiencies of quality. Teacher effectiveness output models measuring the impact of individual teacher education institutions on the achievement of graduates’ students according to standardized tests have been developed. In effect, these new measures have equated the current model of K-12 teacher effectiveness for accountability with teacher education accountability. Student achievement outcomes, in part measured by standardized testing, are now being heralded as the measure of effectiveness in an edunomic output accountability model for both classroom teachers and the educator programs that trained them.

Both Tennessee and Louisiana currently use value added measures to rate their teacher education institutions. In these states, students’ level of growth is traced back to specific teachers which is further traced back to the teachers’ preparation program, resulting in a rating of teacher education institutions that is available to consumers in those states (Noell & Burns, 2006; First to the Top, 2010). The Obama administration appears to be aiming for all teacher education institutions to join Tennessee and Louisiana in reporting how their graduates affect student learning outcomes with value added measures through the Higher Education Act (Sawchuck, 2012). Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, North Carolina, New York, Ohio, Rhode Island, Texas and the District of Columbia are reporting or plan to report value added measures for their teacher preparation programs to the public (Crowe, 2011; Sawchuck, 2012). Indeed, the U.S. Department of Education (2011) proposed student growth of elementary and secondary school students taught by program graduates as one of three outcomes-based measures of effectiveness for teacher education programs. When student growth is the measure of teacher effectiveness as measured by econometric models, teacher education institutions may also be regarded within the first phase of econometric models for accountability.

Phase Two: Educator Effects as Edunomic Outputs. While No Child Left Behind (2002) introduced district and school accountability as measured by standardized test data, the Race to the Top competition introduced the second phase of quantitative models for teacher accountability. The Race to the Top legislation defined effective teachers as
“teachers whose students achieve acceptable rates (at least one level of an academic year) of student growth” and provided substantive monies to adopt statewide policy, in part to evaluate teachers with student achievement data (U.S. Department of Education, 2009, p. 12). Since Race to the Top legislation was enacted, nearly half of the states have passed legislation allowing or mandating student achievement to become a component of teacher and principal evaluations (Piro, Wiemers, & Shutt, 2011). This trend toward regulation of teacher evaluations is gaining traction as a valid social and regulatory measurement of educational accountability. These quantitative measures have radically impacted society’s views of teacher effectiveness and of the ways they should be held accountable. This second phase of outputs for accountability ties individual teacher effects to student achievement and personal teacher and principal evaluations. Race to the Top legislation advanced the use of student learning outcomes to measure teacher effectiveness by stating that “effective teachers and principals” were those who positively impacted student growth.

Reauthorizing the No Child Left Behind Act has a continued a focus on large aggregate school data but narrows the unit of analysis to teachers as well. The language in the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) states that Local Educational Agencies should “use multiple valid measures in determining performance levels, including as a significant factor data on student growth for all students” to evaluate teachers (U.S. Department of Education, 2012, p. 6). Additionally, turnabout principles for schools should control for the quality of the teachers by determining their effectiveness for instruction (p. 10). The act defines student growth as a change in student learning from time to time and regulates that high quality assessments must be used to quantify an accurate measure of student growth over a full academic year or course (p. 8). Thirty-five states and the District of Columbia have received waivers for flexibility in requirements for NCLB (U.S. Department of Education, 2012b). One of the waiver requirements was to implement a state-wide teacher evaluation system.

The second phase of teacher effectiveness edemonic outputs for accountability further narrowed the focus of analysis for teacher effectiveness outputs for measuring accountability from large aggregate institutional data to measuring individual teacher effects on student achievement via standardized tests through econometric models.

Third Phase: Long-Term Student Edemonic Outcomes. The third phase of outputs for educator accountability follows teacher effects through growth models to predict the long-term outcomes of K-12 students in output measures that highlight the longitudinal effects of teachers on students’ lives. Haycock and Hanushek (2010) stated that providing top quartile rather than bottom quartile teachers for four years would completely close the achievement gap between Caucasian and African American students. Harvard researchers used this focused unit of analysis and found that value-added teacher effects related to long term student outputs, such as higher education and the value of students’ lifetime income. Specifically, they found that:

- students assigned to high-VA teachers are more likely to attend college, attend higher-ranked colleges, earn higher salaries, live in higher SES neighborhoods, and save more for retirement. They are also less likely to have children as teenagers. Teachers have large impacts in all grades from 4 to 8. On average, a one standard deviation improvement in teacher VA in a single grade raises
earnings by about 1% at age 28. Replacing a teacher whose VA is in the bottom 5% with an average teacher would increase the present value of students’ lifetime income by more than $250,000 for the average classroom in our sample. (Chetty, Friedman, & Rockoff, 2011, p. 1)

Horwitz and Ballou (2012) suggested that the Chetty, et al. conclusions may need further investigation as to the possible bias between high value added teachers and their students’ long-term outcomes. As the debate continues, what is clear is that the unit of analysis for accountability has shifted in focus from large-scale units of analysis (Phase one), to individual teacher focus (Phase two), to the long term effects of a student’s teachers (Phase three).

Summary of Three Phases of Edunomic Output

To summarize, in the first phase of edunomic outputs, federal and state level regulatory entities implemented a unit of analysis that focused upon data at the institutional level, such as school and district level or teacher education program level in K-12 education. In the second phase, there was a narrowing of the unit of analysis from broad institutional data to individual teacher data as regulatory bodies attempt to spotlight the role of teacher effects in student achievement outcomes. In the third phase of accountability using edunomic outputs, teacher effects are followed longitudinally through valued-added growth models to the most focused unit of analysis to date the long-term outcomes in student lives. No regulation has emerged from Phase three.

Table 1
Phases of Educator Effectiveness Edunomic Outputs for Accountability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edunomic Output Phases</th>
<th>Unit of Analysis for Accountability</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Organization Measured</th>
<th>Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Phase</td>
<td>School Districts, Schools</td>
<td>Federal Government (No Child Left Behind and Reauthorization)</td>
<td>K-12</td>
<td>Standardized tests scores emerging from state standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher Education Institutions</td>
<td>Federal Government (Higher Education Act) and States</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
<td>Standardized test scores, traced from student to teacher to teacher education preparation program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Phase</td>
<td>Individual Teachers and Principals</td>
<td>Federal Government (Race to the Top; Reauthorization of No Child Left Behind)</td>
<td>K-12</td>
<td>Standardized test scores; other quality assessment data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Evolution Towards Political Accountability**

Current accountability models frame accountability in terms of educator effectiveness through student achievement as edunomic outputs. This trend is buoyed by a shifting perspective of accountability informed from those inside the profession to a definition shaped by external perspectives and defined by economic and quantitative models. In what follows, we discuss the evolving model of educator accountability as it transforms from one of self-regulating autonomy to one defined by outside perspectives with the effect of regulatory policy.

McDonnell (2000) posited two models of accountability at the organizational level that serve as a framework for discussion. *The professional model* of accountability bases its claims on members’ expert mastery of a specialized body of knowledge. The complexity of the field in professions requires that application of that knowledge should be regulated by a code of ethics internal to the profession and by the voluntary groups representing it. In this view, the application of professional knowledge to individual clients' needs requires judgment, so it cannot be reduced to rules or prescriptions for practice; thus, professionals require autonomy from external political control in determining how the products of their expertise should be used. Until recently, those inside the profession defined the knowledge and skills necessary for effective teaching. Advocating that teaching is both an art and science, those inside of the profession argue that while specific teaching skills can be taught, a dimension of judgment and subjectivity remain key to effective classroom instruction.

In contrast, the *political model of accountability* holds that a larger public interest transcends the interests and values of any single class or person, and that its pursuit is best ensured if individual behavior is held accountable to the larger body politic. Dissatisfaction with the dominant professional model of accountability reflects the political model of accountability in education in the United States. Consequently, it argues not only that public employees' behavior should be constrained, but that the constraints should be externally imposed. The emphasis on edunomic outputs to define school and educator effectiveness is evidence of the transition to a political accountability model. Entities outside of the profession, in this case the federal and state government, imposed standardized testing as the ultimate accountability measure. As a result, effective teaching is now reduced to a value added score based on student testing. One of
the results of an externally imposed definition of educator effectiveness is the shaping and constraining of practice to produce higher test scores. Outputs on standardized testing are increasingly seen as evidence of effectiveness. Educators did not seek the use of value-added measures to determine effectiveness, and recent regulatory policy efforts, such as No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top, emerged from the influence of accountabilities outside of the profession.

McDonnell’s bifurcated professional versus political models provide guidance in defining the issue. Dualities, however, rarely lead to mutually agreeable solutions. Therefore, how can an integrated model address the new political accountability as well as recognize professional expertise? Professional accountability in education need not exist separately from regulatory political accountabilities. A more productive option between accountability systems is to value and influence each other in a reciprocal system where input from one system recharges and modifies the other, as in the case of open systems (Katz & Kahn, 1978). Currently, professional and political accountability models, built with the purpose of persuading people and gaining (or maintaining) power, are either in conflict or coexist without acknowledging the other system. In the language of systems theory, they are closed systems (Katz & Kahn, 1978). There is little exchange between organizations, and ideas about accountability are separated from the overall environment.

Professional accountability in education, often influenced by progressivism and student-oriented pedagogies, maintained the inward focus towards professional accountability. While outside influences mandated reform resulting in a new form of accountability, classroom teachers and administrators can provide valuable expertise and specialized knowledge to contribute to the complexity of defining and maintaining educational excellence. To do so, educators must seek ways to transform these valid dimensions of professional practice into models that have similar policy-leveraging effects and that mutually serve the political accountability model. Student achievement should remain at the forefront of professional accountability. Expanded metrics to define student achievement from its current interpretation will capture additional values that are important to the profession and society. For example, in the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) language is proposed that school corporations use multiple measures to determine student achievement in teacher evaluation. Additionally, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation found that using three measures of outputs for teacher evaluation (value-added scores, observations and student feedback) provided a more balanced snapshot of how teachers would affect student achievement (Sawchuck, 2013). Involving classroom teachers and administrators in the creation, validation, and implementation of measures that contribute to the definition of student achievement and thus effectiveness is one way to recognize educator expertise as well as to support a broader definition of student success. Educators must continue to problematize the outputs measurement for effectiveness to include broader forms of student achievement and find ways to refine measurements in econometric models for political accountability that speak to student achievement informed by professional judgment.
Summary

Accountability is becoming synonymous with high-stakes consequences for teachers. The definition of educator effectiveness and the measures used to gauge that effectiveness have changed over the years and have encompassed input variables, process variables, and output variables. Recently, policy makers have embraced student testing as a primary metric for effectiveness, and as a result, edunomic outputs have become a lever for accountability purposes. Powerful statistical models influenced from the discipline of economics have been developed and evolved concurrently with public policy aimed at accountability for educators. These models fall into three phases with increasingly narrow units of analysis. In the first phase of edunomic outputs, federal and state level regulatory entities implemented a unit of analysis that focused on data at the institutional level. In the second phase, there is a narrowing of the unit of analysis from broad institutional data to individual teacher data as regulatory bodies attempt to spotlight the role of teacher effects in student achievement outcomes. In the third phase of accountability using edunomic outputs, teacher effects are followed longitudinally through valued added growth models to the most focused unit of analysis to date in the outputs measure of teacher effectiveness – the long-term outcomes in a student’s life.

In a relatively short period of time, the professional model of accountability for educators has transformed from one of self-regulating autonomy to a political model defined by outside perspectives (McDonnell, 1994). Combined with increased accountability expectations for all professions in a time of economic turmoil, the allure of the possibilities offered by the various growth models is changing the education landscape. The future reach of econometric models to define educator effectiveness is unknown, but as researchers continue to refine and strengthen these methodologies, we can be sure of edunomic outputs as a significant dimension of educator effectiveness for many years to come. At first glance, it appears that traditional professional accountability models will be replaced by a political model led by perspectives defined by those outside of the profession, but to continue viability of a professional accountability, it is inherent for educators to discover the ways that incorporate and influence accountability measures. Educators must embrace such measures as a key dimension of professional accountability to inform design, delivery, and evaluation of programs that prepare students for the 21st century.
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